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A B S T R A C T   

Background: The interplay between the medial gastrocnemius muscle and the Achilles tendon is crucial for 
efficient walking. In cerebral palsy, muscle and tendon remodelling alters the role of contractile and elastic 
components. The aim was to investigate the length changes of medial gastrocnemius belly and fascicles, and 
Achilles tendon to understand their interplay to gait propulsion in individuals with cerebral palsy. 
Methods: Twelve young individuals with cerebral palsy and 12 typically developed peers were assessed during 
multiple gait cycles using 3D gait analysis combined with a portable ultrasound device. By mapping ultrasound 
image locations into the shank reference frame, the medial gastrocnemius belly, fascicle, and Achilles tendon 
lengths were estimated throughout the gait cycle. Participants with cerebral palsy were classified into equinus 
and non-equinus groups based on their sagittal ankle kinematics. 
Findings: In typically developed participants, the Achilles tendon undertook most of the muscle-tendon unit 
lengthening during stance, whereas in individuals with cerebral palsy, this lengthening was shared between the 
medial gastrocnemius belly and Achilles tendon, which was more evident in the equinus group. The lengthening 
behaviour of the medial gastrocnemius fascicles resembled that of the Achilles tendon in cerebral palsy. 
Interpretation: The findings revealed similar length changes of the medial gastrocnemius fascicles and Achilles 
tendon, highlighting the enhanced role of the muscle in absorbing energy during stance in cerebral palsy. These 
results, together with the current knowledge of increased intramuscular stiffness, suggest the exploitation of 
intramuscular passive forces for such energy absorption.   

1. Introduction 

Accurate information on lower limb muscles and tendons during 
walking is essential to gain insight into the mechanical and energetic 
aspects of locomotion (Huang et al., 2015; Ishikawa et al., 2005; Orselli 
et al., 2018). Considering only the stance phase of gait, the ankle joint is 
particularly critical as it performs approximately 60% of the summed 
positive mechanical work of the ankle, knee, and hip (Sawicki et al., 
2009). Therefore, most attention has been paid to the active force pro-
duced by contractile components of the calf muscles to power walking at 
the ankle level. Yet, walking is also supported by energy stored in elastic 
components, with the Achilles tendon (AT) absorbing energy during 
lengthening, thus enabling economical locomotion (Alexander, 1991; 
Sawicki et al., 2009). This optimal muscle-tendon interaction is altered 

in conditions where normal muscle function is impaired, such as in 
spastic cerebral palsy (CP) (Barber et al., 2017; Kalsi et al., 2016). To 
understand the adaptive mechanisms compromising efficient walking in 
CP, the contribution of contractile and elastic components acting at the 
ankle joint should be investigated. 

Three-dimensional (3D) gait analysis traditionally relies on kine-
matics, kinetics and electromyography to infer muscle and tendon 
function indirectly. Muscle-tendon unit (MTU) lengths can be estimated 
based on musculoskeletal models (Kainz and Schwartz, 2021). However, 
a direct assessment of muscle and tendon lengths can be achieved by 
enhancing 3D gait analysis with an ultrasound device (3DGAUS) and 
tracking its probe (Cenni et al., 2021; Kalsi et al., 2016; Kharazi et al., 
2021; Lichtwark and Wilson, 2006). This allows us to understand the 
efficacy of the interplay between muscle and tendon. 
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Muscle-tendon interplay has mostly been assessed in healthy in-
dividuals, focusing on the triceps surae muscles due to their role in 
stability and propulsion during gait and their easy accessibility for im-
aging (Cronin and Lichtwark, 2013; Fukunaga et al., 2001). At a steady 
pace on a flat surface, the fascicles of the medial gastrocnemius (MG) 
muscle contract almost isometrically during single limb stance, whereas 
the AT acts like a spring to absorb energy during lengthening (Fukunaga 
et al., 2001; Lichtwark and Wilson, 2006). Such an uncoupling behav-
iour demonstrates that the MTU length changes are primarily associated 
with those of the series-elastic components (Monte et al., 2022). As the 
AT shortens during pre-swing, the release of its passive energy along 
with the concentric contraction of the MG fascicles contribute to forward 
propulsion via so-called catapult action (Ishikawa et al., 2005). In an 
optimally functioning system, this is the most energy efficient mecha-
nism for walking (Sawicki et al., 2009). 

In pathological conditions such as CP, musculoskeletal impairments 
often affect functional mobility. Intrinsic muscular changes may cause 
muscle contractures, along with the commonly accepted role of spas-
ticity (Howard et al., 2022). In individuals with CP, plantarflexor mus-
cles are not only shorter (relative to MTU length), but also smaller 
(relative to body mass) (Handsfield et al., 2022) and stiffer than in 
typically developing (TD) peers (Brandeburg et al., 2016; Lee et al., 
2016). The reduced active force potential due to such muscle remodel-
ling is further limited by alterations in neuronal activation (Stackhouse, 
2005). This scenario, together with the fact that the AT is longer (Wren 
et al., 2010) and more compliant relative to the corresponding muscle 
(Theis et al., 2016), affects the efficiency of the muscle-tendon interplay. 

Muscle-tendon interplay in CP is still poorly understood due to 
limited experimental data during gait. It has been reported that MG belly 
(Kalsi et al., 2016) and MG fascicle (Barber et al., 2017) work eccen-
trically during stance in equinus gait pattern (Horsch et al., 2022), but 
not in crouch (Hösl et al., 2016). This eccentric action appears to be 
caused by the incapacity of the MG to sustain an isometric contraction in 
the presence of external forces (Barber et al., 2017). However, the 
remodelled muscle properties together with the possible increase in the 
resting sarcomere length (Nikolaou et al., 2022; Smith et al., 2011) may 
be suboptimal for active force production (Harkness-Armstrong et al., 
2021). When sarcomeres operate on the descending limb of the active 
force-length curve, the passive force-length curve has a substantial 
contribution which should be even larger in muscles of children with CP, 
considering the increased intramuscular stiffness (Lieber and Fridén, 
2019). Therefore, it may be plausible to exploit the contribution of the 
elastic components via passive force transmission pathways within the 
muscle belly through connective tissue (Huijing, 1999). This could be 
achieved by absorbing energy also at the muscle level, thus sharing MTU 
lengthening between muscle and tendon during stance. Therefore, it is 
crucial to assess the contractile and elastic components independently to 
draw conclusions regarding the most efficient mechanisms in a remod-
elled muscle-tendon scenario. 

For the first time within a single study, we experimentally assessed 
AT, MG fascicle and MG belly lengths during gait in young participants 
with CP, to distinguish the relative length changes of the contractile and 
elastic components. The first aim of this study was to quantify the dif-
ferential contributions of MG belly and AT to the total MTU length 
changes during gait in participants with CP and their TD peers. We 
investigated whether in CP (especially for the participants walking with 
a reduced dorsiflexion, i.e., equinus gait pattern) the AT undertakes 
most of the MTU lengthening, as in TD participants, or whether the MG 
belly has a relevant contribution during the stance phase. The second 
aim was to understand the mechanisms occurring at the MG belly to 
facilitate its contribution to the MTU length changes in CP. We explored 
similarities between the behaviour of the MG fascicles and the AT, thus 
inferring about the recruitment of passive forces through stretch of the 
fascicles. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Subjects 

Twelve individuals with CP (9 males, 3 females, 17.2 ± 4.2 years, 
Gross Motor Function Classification System: level I = 8, level III = 4) and 
12 TD peers (9 males, 3 females, 16.8 ± 4.7 years) volunteered for this 
study. Participants were recruited from a previous EXECP-study 
(Valadão et al., 2021) and assessed at least 1.5 years after their last 
visit. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of 
Central Finland Hospital District (Dnro 8 U/2017 amended 2021) and a 
written informed consent was acquired from participants and legal 
guardians of those under 18 years of age. 

2.2. Protocol 

Upon arrival to the laboratory, height (cm), body mass (kg) and tibia 
length (cm) were measured. Tibia length was measured between the 
center of the lateral condyle of the femur and the lateral malleolus. 
Passive ankle range of motion was manually measured using a goni-
ometer, with the subject lying prone with the knee fully extended and 
the ankle in the following three joint positions: maximum tolerable 
dorsiflexion, maximum plantarflexion and the mid-range estimated 
from these two maxima. For the CP group, the most affected limb was 
measured, whereas for the TD participants a random limb was chosen. 
One operator placed 20 reflective markers on the body following the 
lower-limb Plug-in-Gait model (Kadaba, 2014) along with additional 
markers on the head of the fibula, tibial tuberosity and medial malleolus 
to define a local shank reference frame (Leardini et al., 2007). The ul-
trasound probe was attached to a probe holder instrumented with four 
reflective markers and secured to the leg using an elastic band, tight 
enough to provide a stable coupling with the leg but still limiting soft 
tissue deformation (Cenni et al., 2021). Next, participants were asked to 
walk along an 8-m walkway at self-selected speed. After a few minutes of 
habituation, a minimum of six trials were collected for each of the two 
conditions. In the first condition, the ultrasound probe was placed 
longitudinally over the distal MG muscle-tendon junction (MTJ), along 
the pulling direction of the AT. In the second condition, the ultrasound 
probe was placed over the MG mid-belly to image MG fascicles. 

2.3. 3DGAUS acquisition 

A 12-camera motion analysis system (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., 
UK) operating at 200 Hz was synchronized with a portable ultrasound 
device (Telemed SmartUS, Lithuania) using a 60 mm linear probe to 
record images at 50 Hz. When necessary, participant-specific fine-tuning 
of the predefined US acquisition parameters (focus 17 mm, depth 65 
mm, dynamic range 48 dB, power 0 dB, gain 60%, frequency 8 MHz) was 
performed to maximise visibility of the MTJ and MG fascicles. Data 
recording of the motion-analysis system was triggered from the ultra-
sound device using a voltage step signal. Nexus 2.12 (Vicon) and 
Echowave II 4.0 (Telemed) software were used. One operator carried the 
ultrasound device approximately 1.5 m behind the subject. Prior to each 
walking condition, static standing acquisitions were collected as refer-
ence values for the MG belly, MG fascicle, and AT lengths (video in 
supplementary material). 

2.4. 3DGAUS processing 

Ankle, knee and hip sagittal plane kinematics and gait events were 
estimated using the lower limb Plug-In Gait model, implemented by an 
automatic processing method (https://github.com/NCH-Motion-L 
aboratory/gaitutils). Data quality was monitored by an experienced 
operator. Joint kinematics and sole angles, i.e., the angle of the foot 
relative to the laboratory in the sagittal plane, were expressed over time- 
normalized gait cycles, based on the gait events. With respect to 
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overground gait, participants with CP were classified into two groups 
based on the mean ankle dorsiflexion in terminal stance: one group 
characterized by values that fell within the normal range of the TD data 
(CP non-equinus), and the other group with values below this range (CP 
equinus). Each CP participant's mean value during terminal stance was 
defined as decreased if it was below the control's mean ± one standard 
deviation. The two subgroups are hereinafter referred to as CP equinus 
and CP non-equinus. 

The displacement of the MTJ as a single point was tracked using a 
semi-automatic algorithm validated for individuals with CP (Cenni 
et al., 2020). MG fascicle length was extracted semi-automatically as a 
straight-line distance between the superficial and deep aponeurosis, 
with one fascicle per image, and manual adjustments were made when 
necessary by checking every single image (Farris and Lichtwark, 2016). 
An open-source software (https://u0078867.gitlab.io/py3dfreeh 
andus/) was used to locate the ultrasound image in the shank refer-
ence frame (Cenni et al., 2016) and, in turn, the segmented MTJ and 
fascicle data (video in supplementary material). Absolute MG belly and 
AT lengths were defined as the Euclidean distance between the centre of 
the knee joint and the MTJ, and between the MTJ and the marker on the 
calcaneus, respectively, with the sum providing the total MTU length. 
The marker on the calcaneus was also virtually translated along the 
vertical direction, since the actual AT insertion was visualised and 
marked using ultrasound. The repeatability of the method has been 
previously established (Cenni et al., 2021). 

From all the data processed, MG belly, MG fascicle and AT lengths 
were averaged over at least three time-normalized gait cycles per 
participant. Absolute lengths were normalized to the corresponding 
tibia lengths. Furthermore, absolute lengths at initial contact were 
subtracted to the corresponding values throughout the gait cycle and 
referred to as relative lengths (Barber et al., 2017). The reference lengths 
used to assess strains for MG belly, MG fascicle and AT were calculated 
when the participant was in a static standing position. In addition, the 
ratio of MG fascicle and MG belly, MG fascicle and AT, and MG belly and 
AT derived from absolute static standing lengths were calculated. 
Discrete mean values of joint kinematics, and MTU, MG belly, AT, and 
MG fascicle lengths (expressed as normalized, relative and strain) were 
averaged in single limb stance (Table 2) as well as in loading response 
and pre-swing (Table S2 in supplementary material), per group. The 
contribution of MG belly and AT to the overall MTU lengthening was 
expressed as ratio of MG belly to AT lengthening. The ratio was calcu-
lated individually throughout the gait cycle and expressed as values 
ranging from 0 to 1 (0 = no contribution to the MTU lengthening, while 
1 = contribution to MTU lengthening comes entirely from one compo-
nent). Negative and positive sign refer to shortening and lengthening, 
respectively. The same approach was applied to the interplay between 
MG fascicle and AT, and MG fascicle and MG belly, with the MG fascicle 
projected along the direction of the deep MG aponeurosis, by means of 
the corresponding pennation angle. 

2.5. Statistics 

Differences in group characteristics were identified using Kruskal- 
Wallis tests. In case of significance, post-hoc tests with Bonferroni 
correction were performed. For the discrete values in loading response, 
single limb stance and pre-swing between groups, the influence of 
walking speed was controlled by using ANCOVA. In case of significance, 
Tukey HSD post-hoc tests were performed on the fitted values. Effect 
sizes were quantified using Cohen's d (Cohen, 1992). The one- 
dimensional statistical parametric mapping (SPM) package (SnPM1D, 
www.spm1d.org) was used to compare waveforms using Python 
(Pataky, 2012). The SnPM test equivalent to a non-parametric ANOVA 
(α = 0.05, with post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected non-parametric t-tests α 
=0.017) was used to compare gait, muscle and tendon parameters 
during the gait cycle. The coefficient of multiple correlation (CMC) was 
used to assess the similarity among the waveforms (Ferrari et al., 2010). 

3. Results 

No differences in age, height, body mass or tibia length were found 
among the groups (Table 1). CP equinus and CP non-equinus groups had 
significantly reduced passive maximum ankle dorsiflexion compared to 
the TD group. A significantly lower self-selected walking speed was 
found in CP equinus compared to the TD group. CP non-equinus group 
had a significantly smaller ratio between MG fascicle and MG belly in 
static standing compared to the TD group, whilst this reduction was not 
significant in CP equinus group. 

The similarity of waveforms was assessed with CMC, showing muscle 
and tendon values above 0.715 in TD, while for CP the smallest values 
were 0.529 (Table S1 in supplementary material). Based on gait anal-
ysis, 6 participants were categorized as CP equinus and 6 as CP non- 
equinus (Fig. 1). For TD, kinematic data were only available for 11 
participants due to a missing marker. By looking at the discrete values 
(Table 2), the mean sagittal ankle angles in single limb stance showed 
reduced dorsiflexion for the CP equinus group, and, conversely, an 
excessive dorsiflexion for the non-equinus group, compared to the TD 
group, with differences between the CP groups. For the CP equinus 
group, differences compared to the TD group were found for sole angle 
at the loading response (Table S2) and in single limb stance, with a flat 
initial contact of the foot instead of a heel strike. 

Comparing waveforms during stance, the CP equinus group had 
significantly shorter MTU lengths (1.0 ± 0.1) compared to the TD group 
(1.1 ± 0.1) (Fig. 2). This comparison was not confirmed by the corre-
sponding average value with a large effect size (Table 2). Normalized AT 
lengths were similar among groups (Fig. 2). Relative AT lengths for CP 
groups showed a rapid increase of lengthening at loading response phase 
compared to the TD group (5.9 ± 1.9 mm for CP non-equinus with large 
effect size and 4.0 ± 2.4 mm for CP equinus with small effect size), 
whilst TD group had 2.9 ± 2.2 mm of increase within the same time 
interval (Table 2). 

Overall, normalized MG fascicle lengths were shorter in both CP 
groups than in TD (Fig. 2 and Table 2), throughout single limb stance. 
Although not significant, pennation angle at pre-swing was larger in CP 
equinus than TD group, with a large effect size (Table S2). A significant 
difference for the relative MG fascicle length at pre-swing was found 
between CP groups, and for CP non-equinus compared to the TD group 
(Table S2). 

The TD group showed a shared contribution between the MG belly 
and AT to the overall MTU length changes at the loading response 
(Fig. 3). During single limb stance, at 40% of the gait cycle, the AT was 
the main contributor to length changes with an 80% share, while in pre- 
swing the scenario was similar to the one observed at the loading 
response (Fig. 3). For CP non-equinus, the AT contribution tended to 
decrease throughout single limb stance contributing about 60% of the 
MTU length change. For CP equinus, MTU length changes were shared 
almost equally between MG belly and AT. 

Comparing MG fascicles and AT interplay for the TD group, AT had 
the predominant effect in single limb stance (71%), while MG fascicle 
started to take over at the end of push-off (Fig. 4). In CP non-equinus 
there was an even larger contribution of the AT in single limb stance 
(92% as maximum value), while the MG fascicles contribution increased 
towards the swing phase. This pattern was not observed in CP equinus, 
who showed a shared lengthening of these two components after loading 
response. In CP equinus, MG fascicle resembled the AT pattern during 
loading response and single limb stance phase, with a similar MG 
fascicle shortening at pre-swing compared to the other groups. The 
interplay between MG fascicle and MG belly is presented in Fig. S1. 

4. Discussion 

This study combined traditional gait analysis with ultrasound to 
experimentally and independently estimate the MG belly, MG fascicles 
and AT lengths during gait. The findings addressed the contribution of 
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MG belly and AT to the relative MTU length changes during gait, 
highlighting the enhanced action of the MG belly in absorbing energy 
during stance in individuals with CP. By extending the analysis towards 
the role of the MG fascicles, we showed that longer operating length 
especially in CP equinus gait may take advantage of passive forces 
during stance, considering the knowledge of increased intramuscular 
stiffness (Lieber and Fridén, 2019; Smith et al., 2011). 

Our first aim was to quantify the contribution of MG belly and AT to 
the relative MTU length changes during the gait cycle. A lengthening 
behaviour for both MG belly and AT during stance was shown in CP 
participants, which was particularly evident in the CP equinus (Fig. 3). 
In contrast, for TD participants, lengthening of the AT during single limb 
stance confirmed its main role in absorbing energy during that phase of 
the gait cycle (Fukunaga et al., 2001; Lichtwark and Wilson, 2006). 
Similar considerations could be inferred by looking at the lengths of the 
MTU, MG belly and AT during stance in TD. In agreement with previous 
studies (Barber et al., 2017; Kalsi et al., 2016), we showed an increase of 
the relative MTU lengths in CP, although only in the non-equinus group 
(Table 2, Fig. 2). The simultaneous relative AT lengths were similar 
among groups, thus the increase of MTU lengths seems to be dictated by 
the eccentric action of the MG belly in single limb stance (Barber et al., 
2017). In addition, by looking at the relative AT lengths in Fig. 2, the CP 

groups showed lengthening starting from the initial contact followed by 
a nearly isometric pattern until the terminal stance phase. Thus, the AT 
has almost fully utilised its full capacity to store energy at the beginning 
of the gait cycle, suggesting the need for a mechanism at muscle level to 
store energy throughout the single limb stance. 

The calculated relative AT lengths were comparable to a similar 
experimental approach (Kalsi et al., 2016), where the length was 
measured between MTJ and calcaneal insertion. Previously, larger 
relative AT lengths were reported when the length was estimated by 
subtracting the longitudinally projected MG fascicle length from the 
MTU (Barber et al., 2017). The latter method can result in over-
estimation of tendon length changes and strain since the projection of a 
single fascicle for the MG underestimates the whole muscle belly length, 
and it does not take into account additional aponeurosis tissue included 
in the measure of AT (Finni et al., 2022). 

The second aim was to understand the mechanisms within the MG 
belly that facilitate its contribution to the MTU length changes in in-
dividuals with CP. We showed that the behaviour of MG fascicles 
resembled the AT pattern, thereby suggesting that fascicles exploit more 
their passive rather than active forces during stance in the CP equinus 
group (Fig. 4). MG fascicles seem to utilize their passive elasticity while 
operating at longer lengths compared to TD. This may be due to the 

Table 1 
Group characteristics. Mean ± standard deviations are presented for each group, along with p values from Kruskal-Wallis test and effect sizes using Cohen's d. Post-hoc 
tests are presented in case of significance in the Kruskal-Wallis test and difference compared to the TD group (#) and between CP groups (*) at p < 0.05 are denoted.   

TD (n = 12) CP eq (n =
6) 

CP non-eq (n 
= 6) 

P value Kruskal- 
Wallis 

Cohen's d (TD – CP 
eq) 

Cohen's d (TD – CP 
non-eq) 

Cohen's d (CP eq – CP 
non-eq) 

Age [years] 16.8 ± 4.7 17.7 ± 5.0 16.7 ± 3.4 0.915 − 0.172 0.038 0.231 
Height [cm] 167.4 ±

11.6 
165.9 ± 9.8 164.8 ± 8.5 0.905 0.132 0.237 0.118 

Body mass [kg] 63.7 ±
13.1 

55.6 ± 11.0 58.9 ± 14.7 0.379 0.647 0.350 − 0.254 

Tibia length [cm] 39.8 ± 3.3 41.6 ± 5.1 39.6 ± 2.1 0.845 − 0.461 0.056 0.507 
Passive max dorsiflexion 

[deg] 
12.9 ± 5.0 − 5.0 ± 6.3 

# 
1.7 ± 9.3 # 0.001 3.296 1.693 − 0.838 

Passive mid-range of motion 
[deg] 

− 21.2 ±
4.8 

− 24.2 ±
4.9 

− 20.8 ± 4.9 0.362 0.601 − 0.086 − 0.678 

Passive max plantarflexion 
[deg] 

− 45.0 ±
6.0 

− 43.3 ±
5.1 

− 39.2 ± 4.9 0.141 − 0.289 − 1.022 − 0.826 

Walking speed [m/s] 1.4 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.2 # 1.3 ± 0.3 0.037 2.276 0.658 − 0.894 
MG fascicle/MG belly in 

standing 
0.22 ±
0.01 

0.20 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.03 # 0.010 0.998 2.295 0.736 

MG fascicle/AT in standing 0.30 ±
0.06 

0.23 ± 0.10 0.24 ± 0.11 0.129 0.995 0.910 − 0.045 

MG belly/AT in standing 1.37 ±
0.30 

1.13 ± 0.39 1.34 ± 0.44 0.445 0.725 0.093 − 0.495  

Fig. 1. Mean and standard deviation of the ankle, knee and hip angles in the sagittal plane, and sole angle, for the TD (grey), CP equinus (blue) and CP non-equinus 
(red) groups during the gait cycle. Vertical lines separate stance (from 0% initial contact) from swing phase (from approximately 60% to 100%). Bottom panel with * 
shows a significant ANOVA. Bottom panel with black horizontal bars shows times of the gait cycle where the groups differed significantly at p < 0.017, considering 
Bonferroni correction. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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inability of the participants with CP to produce active force to sustain an 
isometric contraction. Considering that the muscle remodelling in CP 
includes an increase of passive muscle stiffness (Brandeburg et al., 
2016), the amount of extracellular matrix-based collagen may be 
exploited to support a substantial portion of the load applied to the 
muscle belly (Howard et al., 2022). This scenario suggests a compen-
sation of the lack of active forces with an enhanced pathway for passive 
muscular force transmission (Huijing, 1999). Furthermore, this high-
lights the need to separately analyses muscle belly and fascicles, since 
they provide different information, especially in pathological 
conditions. 

For the MG fascicle, we observed shorter lengths (when normalized 
to tibia length) in CP than in TD individuals (Hösl et al., 2016) (Fig. 2). 
Relative MG fascicle lengths in CP showed a similar pattern as in a 
previous study, with a slight eccentric behaviour during stance and a 
reduced shortening at push-off compared to the TD group (Barber et al., 
2017). During swing phase, the MG fascicles of TD reach the shortest 
length while CP equinus and especially CP non-equinus shorten, but to a 
smaller extent (Fig. 2). Such reduced shortening action is probably 
compensated by shorter MG fascicle length (relative to the AT) in CP 
compared to the TD group (Table 1). The smaller this ratio, the greater 
the overall effect of AT compliance on the MTU (Lieber and Fridén, 
2019), hence facilitating sarcomere shortening. Furthermore, in pro-
portion to MG belly, we found that MG fascicles were longer in the CP 
equinus than in the non-equinus group in static standing (Table 1). 
Similar results were reported also for idiopathic toe-walking, suggesting 
that higher force capability might be produced at longer fascicle lengths 
(Harkness-Armstrong et al., 2021). Assuming a similar capacity for 
myofiber growth and regeneration in skeletal muscle for both CP groups, 
such longer fascicles might be a consequence of overstretched sarco-
meres. This together with the increased intramuscular stiffness in CP 
cannot only be thought of as driving factor for muscle weakness in CP, 
but also as a medium to enhance passive force transmission. 

This study has some limitations. Wearing an ultrasound probe might 
cause gait alteration, although a recent study has reported minimal ki-
nematic changes (Mooijekind et al., 2023). The pennation angle was 
measured assuming that the probe surface was parallel to the deep 
aponeurosis. This was not always the case, although an error of 
maximum 8◦ was estimated, corresponding for the longitudinal fascicle 

projection of an error approximately <6% in length. The ratio intro-
duced in Figs. 3 and 4 is prone to high variability at the extreme of the 
gait cycle where the relative lengths used are close to zero. Yet, this does 
not affect the considerations made for the stance phase. Muscle activa-
tion was not reported for this study, therefore concentric and eccentric 
actions can only be inferred based on previous studies including elec-
tromyography. The 3DGAUS technique applied in this study was vali-
dated only in healthy condition (Cenni et al., 2021), therefore this 
should also be investigated in CP, where ultrasound image quality does 
not always allow a clear identification of fascicles and MTJ (supple-
mentary material). This study did not account for AT curvature (Tecchio 
et al., 2022), and it may have resulted in about 1% error when esti-
mating AT lengths. By analysing relative change in length, we have 
inferred about forces, as we have known since the pioneering work of 
Blix and Hill (Blix, 1892). However, we could not directly measure the 
forces produced by skeletal muscles, and future developments enabling 
to measure individual muscle forces will promote new frontiers in 
biomechanics (Dick and Hug, 2023). Furthermore, it would be useful to 
include data about muscle and tendon stiffness to better address con-
siderations on force transmissions. Finally, we have analysed a limited 
number of participants, hence we have included effect size for a better 
interpretation of the statistical analysis. 

5. Conclusion 

We experimentally assessed changes in MG belly, MG fascicles and 
AT length in individuals with CP and TD peers during gait. The AT un-
dertook most of the MTU lengthening in TD participants in stance, 
whereas in CP such lengthening was shared between the MG belly and 
AT, particularly in the CP equinus group. This suggested the role of the 
MG belly in absorbing energy during stance. Behaviour of the MG fas-
cicles resembled the pattern of AT during stance. This may reflect 
muscle's inability to contract and produce force, and the need of muscle- 
tendon unit to rely more on passive tissues for absorbing energy during 
gait in CP. 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.clinbiomech.2023.106158. 

Table 2 
Joint kinematics, and muscle-tendon unit lengths averaged in single limb stance. Mean ± standard deviations are presented for each group, along with p values from 
ANCOVA test and effect sizes using Cohen's d sizes (defined as small (d = 0.20–0.49), medium (d = 0.50–0.79) or large (d > 0.80)). Difference compared to the TD 
group (#) and between CP groups (*) at p < 0.05 are denoted.  

Variables in single limb 
stance 

TD (n =
11) 

CP eq (n = 6) CP non-eq (n =
6) 

P value 
ANCOVA 

Cohen's d (TD – CP 
eq) 

Cohen's d (TD – CP 
non-eq) 

Cohen's d (CP eq – CP 
non-eq) 

Sagittal ankle angle [◦] 8.5 ± 1.2 2.7 ± 4.0*# 14.0 ± 5.1*# 0.000 2.118 − 1.617 − 2.250 
Sole angle [◦] − 87.7 ±

1.2 
− 80.4 ± 7.4 
*# 

− 86.2 ± 2.1 
*# 

0.039 − 1.501 − 0.877 0.968 

Sagittal knee angle [◦] 8.7 ± 3.0 13.4 ± 10.2 19.5 ± 10.0 0.083 − 0.671 − 1.585 − 0.555 
Sagittal hip angle [◦] 7.8 ± 4.5 14.2 ± 6.4 17.2 ± 9.6 0.100 − 1.147 − 1.305 − 0.329 
normalized MTU length [ ] 1.1 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 0.135 1.316 0.065 − 1.273 
relative MTU length [mm] 3.9 ± 2.2 4.8 ± 5.6 * 11.4 ± 5.8 *# 0.008 − 0.215 − 1.860 − 1.071 
MTU strain [%] 0.7 ± 2.0 − 0.3 ± 1.2 2.2 ± 3.1 0.151 0.520 − 0.609 − 0.980 
normalized MG belly length 

[ ] 
0.6 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.186 1.613 0.028 − 1.403 

relative MG belly length 
[mm] 

0.2 ± 1.7 − 0.7 ± 4.4 4.1 ± 3.9 0.065 0.302 − 1.383 − 1.048 

MG belly strain [%] 1.8 ± 3.5 − 1.9 ± 3.8 
*# 

6.2 ± 6.7 *# 0.003 0.981 − 0.857 − 1.361 

normalized AT length [ ] 0.5 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.757 − 0.325 − 0.016 0.263 
relative AT length [mm] 4.1 ± 2.6 4.6 ± 2.8 6.5 ± 2.3 0.092 − 0.199 − 0.933 − 0.675 
AT strain [%] 0.8 ± 6.1 3.2 ± 2.6 0.1 ± 2.6 0.287 − 0.426 0.137 1.100 
normalized MG fascicle 

length [ ] 
0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 # 0.1 ± 0.0 # 0.034 1.549 1.979 0.249 

MG pennation angle [◦] 14.4 ± 2.6 17.2 ± 5.3 16.8 ± 5.1 0.209 − 0.714 − 0.618 0.076 
relative MG fascicle length 

[mm] 
− 1.9 ± 2.2 0.9 ± 2.6 1.0 ± 0.9 0.065 − 1.120 − 1.454 − 0.065 

MG fascicle strain [%] − 2.6 ± 7.3 − 0.8 ± 6.0 − 7.0 ± 13.3 0.267 − 0.247 0.426 0.548  
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Fig. 2. For each row, mean and standard deviation of normalized lengths (left), relative lengths (middle) and strain (right) are displayed, whilst columns show 
muscle-tendon unit, medial gastrocnemius belly, Achilles tendon and medial gastrocnemius fascicle, respectively, for TD (grey), CP equinus (blue) and CP non- 
equinus (red) groups during gait cycle. Vertical lines separate stance (from 0% initial contact) from swing phase (from approximately 60% to 100%). Bottom 
panel with * shows a significant ANOVA. Bottom panel with black horizontal bars shows times of the gait cycle where the groups differed significantly at p < 0.017, 
considering Bonferroni correction. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. Mean and standard deviation of the relative MG belly (lighter colour) and AT (darker colour) contribution to the overall MTU length change over the gait 
cycle. This ratio is reported as absolute values (first row), and as shortening (negative sign) and lengthening (positive sign) contributions (second row). Columns show 
TD group (grey), CP non-equinus (red) and CP equinus (blue), respectively. Vertical lines separate stance (from 0% initial contact) from swing phase (from 
approximately 60% to 100%). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation of the relative MG fascicle (lighter colour) and AT (darker colour) contribution to the overall MTU length change over the gait 
cycle. This ratio is reported as absolute values (first row), and as shortening (negative sign) and lengthening (positive sign) contributions (second row). Columns show 
TD group (grey), CP non-equinus (red) and CP equinus (blue), respectively. Vertical lines separate stance (from 0% initial contact) from swing phase (from 
approximately 60% to 100%). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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